We consider the problem of defining the significance of an itemset. We say that the itemset is significant if we are surprised by its frequency when compared to the frequencies of its sub-itemsets. In other words, we estimate the frequency of the itemset from the frequencies of its sub-itemsets and compute the deviation between the real value and the estimate. For the estimation we use Maximum Entropy and for measuring the deviation we use Kullback-Leibler divergence. A major advantage compared to the previous methods is that we are able to use richer models whereas the previous approaches only measure the deviation from the independence model. We show that our measure of significance goes to zero for derivable itemsets and that we can use the rank as a statistical test. Our empirical results demonstrate that for our real datasets the independence assumption is too strong but applying more flexible models leads to good results.
Introduction
How significant is a given itemset? Itemsets are popular and well-studied patterns in binary data mining. The major drawback is that, given a dataset, there are exponential number of itemsets. Hence, we need to rank itemsets in order to prune the uninteresting ones.
Traditionally, the frequency of an itemset is used as a rank measure. The higher the frequency, the more significant is the itemset. Frequency has many virtues: It is easy to interpret and because of its property of anti-monotonicity there exist efficient algorithms for finding all frequent itemsets [2, 3] . There are, however, major drawbacks. First, a frequent
Preliminaries and notation
In this section we review briefly theory of itemsets and also introduce some notation that will be used later on.
A binary dataset D is a collection of M binary vectors, transactions, having length K . Such dataset can be naturally represented as a matrix of size M × K . We denote the number of transactions by |D| = M. To each column of the matrix we assign an attribute a i . Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a K } be the collection of all attributes. An itemset X ⊆ A is a set of attributes.
We say that a transaction (binary vector) ω covers an itemset X if a i ∈ X implies ω i = 1. Given a dataset D, a frequency of an itemset X is a proportion of the transaction in D covering X . Note that if an itemset Y is a subset of X , then the frequency of Y is larger than or equal to the frequency of X . In other words, frequency is decreasing with respect to set inclusion.
A sample space is the set of all binary vectors of length K . We take a simplistic approach in defining distributions: A distribution p : → [0, 1] is a function from a sample space to a real number between 0 and 1 such that ω∈ p(ω) = 1. Given an itemset X , a frequency of X calculated from a distribution p is the probability of binary vector covering X . We denote this by p(X = 1) = p(ω covers X ).
A family of itemsets F is called anti-monotonic or downward closed if every subset of each member of F is also a member of F . Note that a collection of σ -frequent itemsets, that is, itemsets having frequency larger than some given threshold σ , is downward closed. We are interested in three particular families: -I, the family containing only itemsets of size 1.
-C, the family containing itemsets of size 1 and 2.
-A, the family containing all itemsets.
A negative border negbord(F) of the downward closed family F is the set of itemsets just above F . In other words, X / ∈ F is member of negbord(F) if there is no proper subset Y ⊂ X such that Y / ∈ F . Given a dataset D, we say that an itemset X is derivable if by knowing the frequencies (calculated from D) of each proper subset of X we can deduce the frequency of X . For example, if some subset of X has a frequency 0, then we know that X must also have frequency 0. Thus, in this case, X is derivable. An itemset that is not derivable is called non-derivable. A family of all non-derivable itemsets is downward closed [8] .
Maximum entropy ranking
In this section we introduce our ranking method and discuss its theoretical properties. The fundamental idea behind our approach is to measure how surprising an itemset is compared to its subsets. In other words, we estimate the itemset frequency by using the frequencies of its subsets and compare how close is our estimation to the actual value. The estimation is done using maximum entropy method and the comparison is done using Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Definition
Let D be a binary dataset and let {a 1 , . . . , a K } be its attributes. The number of columns in D is K . Assume that we are given G, an itemset we wish to rank. We define a projected dataset D G by keeping only the attributes included in G.
Let G = {0, 1} |G| be a space of binary vectors of length |G|. We define an empirical distribution q G :
Our goal is to compare the distribution q G to a distribution obtained by using maximum entropy [23] , a method that we will describe next.
Assume now that we are given a family of itemsets F ⊆ A and let θ X be the frequency of X ∈ F calculated from D. Our next step is to define an approximative distribution using only the itemsets in F . In defining q G we projected out the attributes outside G. Similarly, we are only interested in subsets of G. Hence we define a projected family F G to be
Note that F G may contain 2 |G| − 2 itemsets, at maximum. This is the case if F = A.
We say that a distribution p : G → [0, 1] satisfies the itemsets F G if for each itemset X ∈ F G and its frequency θ X we have
Let P be the set of all distributions satisfying the itemsets F G . This set is not empty since q G ∈ P. We select the distribution from P maximizing the entropy
We denote this distribution by p * . Note that p * depends on G, F , and θ but we have omitted these variables from the notation for the sake of clarity.
We define the rank measure r (G; F , D) to be the divergence between q G and p * , that is,
We omit D from the notation when the dataset is clear from the context. 
obtaining its minimum when θ G = 1/2 and is at its maximum when θ G = 0 or θ G = 1.
We are mainly interested in three kinds of measures: The first is r (G; I) in which I is the family of itemsets of size 1. In this case the Maximum Entropy distribution is equal to the independence model.
The second case is r (G; C), where C contains the itemsets of size 1 and 2. We can show that there exists a matrix B (see [11] ) such that for the non-zero entries of p * we have
Hence, r (G; C) can be seen as the measure of the deviation from the discrete Gaussian model. Our third type of measure is r (G; A) in which p * is predicted from all the proper subitemsets of G. In this case we can prove that for a certain set of real numbers r i we have for the non-zero entries of p *
where I is the indicator function [11] . We discuss the evaluation of our approach in Sect. 3.4.
Properties
In this section we discuss various properties of r (G). We will first point the connection between r (G) and derivable itemsets and then discuss the use of r (G) as a statistical test.
Theorem 2 Let G be a derivable itemset. Then r (G;
Proof We can argue that if we know the frequencies of all sub-itemsets of G, we can derive the distribution q G and vice versa. This implies that there is one-to-one correspondence between the distribution p ∈ P satisfying the itemsets A G and the frequency p(G = 1). Since we can derive the frequency of G from A G , it follows that P = {q G }, and hence p * = q G .
We can reformulate the previous theorem in a stronger form by pointing out that we need to know only non-derivable itemsets. 
Theorem 3 Let
Theorem 5 is stated (but not proven) in a more general form in [23] . A rather technical proof is provided in Appendix A. Theorem 5 motivates us to define the normalised rank measure to be the one-sided χ 2 test, that is,
where cd f (a) = P χ 2 < a is the cumulative distribution function of χ 2 with degree 2 |G| − 1 − |F G | of freedom. The number of degrees for different rank measures are provided in Table 1 .
The following well-known result and its corollaries will play an important role in evaluating the measures. 
Lemma 6 Let p

Flexible models
So far we have considered ranks with fixed families of itemsets. In this section we introduce two additional models. In these models the itemsets are selected such that they minimise the rank.
Our first rank measure is the optimal tree model. A tree model can be described as a tree defined on the attributes of G. The corresponding family T of itemsets contains the attributes from G and the itemsets of size 2 corresponding to the edges of the tree. We can show that the Maximum Entropy distribution for T has the form
This is, of course, Chow-Liu tree model [9] . We define the optimal tree to be the ne that minimises the rank, that is,
To solve this tree let p ind be the independence distribution. Corollary 8 allows us to rewrite the rank measure as
Note that the first term KL(q D p ind ) does not depend on T . Hence we need to maximise the second term KL( p * p ind ). This is the mutual information of the tree and maximising this term is equivalent to finding maximum spanning tree in the mutual information graph. This can be done in polynomial time [9] . There is a deep connection between the rank r (G; T ) and the rank for D-trees suggested in [19] . We can rewrite, by applying Corollary 7, the rank as
The first term H ( p * ) is the rank that is used in [19] . The authors in [19] seek patterns that have small H ( p * ), that is, trees that have strong dependencies between the attributes, whereas we are interested in patterns that produce large r (G; T * ), sets of attributes whose joint distribution cannot be explained even by the best tree model. Our second model involves in finding a downward closed family F of itemsets that produces the smallest normalised rank. Note that Corollary 9 implies that the rank decreases when we increase the number of known itemsets. However, this does not hold for the normalised rank and we will see that, contrary to the expectations, the best model can be different than A G , the set of all sub-itemsets of G. In other words, knowing all sub-itemsets does not guarantee the best model but, in fact, itemsets of higher order may mislead the prediction.
Unlike with the tree models, to our knowledge, there is no polynomial algorithm for finding the optimal downward closed family. Hence, we suggest a simple greedy approach. We start from the itemsets of size 1 and select the itemset from the negative border that minimises the rank. The itemset is added into the family and the procedure is repeated until there is no itemset that can decrease the rank. The algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1. We use F * to denote the resulting family.
Algorithm 1
Greedy algorithm for finding the optimal downward closed family of item sets. The input is the data set D and the query itemset G. The output is F * a family of itemsets that produces low rank for the itemset
Computing rank
Corollary 7 allows us to rewrite the rank as a difference of two entropies
Both distributions have | G | = 2 |G| entries. However, the distribution q G can have only |D| positive entries at maximum, hence the term H (q G ) can be computed efficiently. The challenge in calculating the measure is to solve the Maximum Entropy distribution p * and calculate its entropy. This can be done in polynomial time for the independence model and for the tree models. However, in the general case solving p * is an NP-complete problem [10, 30] ; In such cases the distribution is solved using Iterative Scaling algorithm [12, 21] . The algorithm consists of consecutive steps. One such step requires O(| G |) = O 2 |G| time. Hence computing the measure requires exponential time but it is doable for itemsets of reasonable size. The summary for evaluation times is provided in Table 1 .
The effect of pruning itemsets
Note that in defining the measure we only use itemsets that are subsets of the query itemset G. This pruning guarantees that the number of entries in the distributions is 2 |G| and not, at worst, 2 K , where K is the number of columns in the dataset. Pruning attributes is essential 
The number of degrees, the third column, is used as a a parameter for χ 2 distribution, when computing the normalised rank. The fourth column represents the evaluation times for the entropy of p * since solving p * is exponential to the number of attributes. The downside is that pruning may change the prediction as the following example demonstrates.
Example 11 Assume that we have 3 attributes, a, b, and c. Our known itemsets are F = {a, b, c, ac, bc} and their frequencies are
In other words, the attributes are identical and correspond to a fair coin flip. Assume that we are interested in rank of G = ab. In this case the pruned family of itemsets is F G = {a, b} and the Maximum Entropy distribution is the uniform distribution. The empirical distribution is
The rank is then r (ab; F ) = 0.69. However, if we had used the frequencies of ac and bc, we would have concluded that a = b and that the Maximum Entropy distribution is equal to the empirical distribution, hence the rank would have been 0.
In [31] we investigate the effect of pruning attributes and conclude that in some cases we can remove a large portion of attributes outside G. However, in those cases, the family of known itemsets has many restrictions and, for instance, we cannot remove safely any attribute from the Gaussian model.
Related work
Traditionally, the support (frequency) of the itemset is used for ranking itemsets. Alternative measures that resemble the support are studied in [26] .
Our work resembles approach of [6] in which the authors defined the significance of an itemset by comparing the distribution q G against the independence model. The authors used χ 2 statistical test as a measure, that is, if p is the distribution related to the independence model, the rank measure is
In [14] the authors also compare the frequency of an itemset against the independence model but in addition they use Bayes screening to smooth the values. Also, in [1] the authors proposed the collective strength as a measure of significance. To be more specific, we say that a transaction ω ∈ G is good if it contains only 0s or only 1s. Let p be the distribution related to the independence model. Then the measure is
This measure obtains small values when data obeys the independence model. In a related work presented in [13] the authors define an itemset to be interesting if its frequency increases significantly from one dataset to another. In [17] the authors order itemsets based on their p-values. In [19] the authors used entropy of tree models for ranking itemsets. In addition, many measures has been suggested for ranking association rules [2, 7, 20, 29] . The authors in [28] showed empirically that Maximum entropy model provides excellent estimates for itemsets. Rank can be used for pruning a large family of itemsets by picking the itemsets having the largest rank. Other pruning methods are proposed in [4, 8, 27] . The authors in [34] suggest a generic framework for discovering significant rules. In addition, a relevant framework is described in [24] ; the authors define a pattern ordering given an estimation algorithm and a loss function. In [25] the authors use information component analysis to find patterns in a drug safety database.
Experiments
In this section we present our empirical results. In the first three sections we explain the datasets and the setup. In our experiments we investigate the significance of itemsets, how different measures are related to each other, and the monotonicity of the ranks.
Synthetic datasets
For the testing purposes we created two synthetic datasets. Each dataset contained 100 attributes and 5, 000 rows. The first dataset, gen-ind, was generated such that the attributes were independent. The margins were sampled uniformly from [0, 1]. In the second dataset, gen-copy, each column was a copy of the previous column corrupted by the symmetric white noise. The amount of noise, that is the probability
was selected uniformly from [0, 1] for each column a i , individually. The first column was generated by a coin flip. Our expectations are that in gen-ind the itemsets of size 1 are significant and that in gen-copy the itemsets of size 2 are significant.
Real datasets
In our experiments we used the following real-world datasets. Data in Accidents 1 were obtained from the Belgian "Analysis Form for Traffic Accidents" forms that is filled out by a police officer for each traffic accident that occurs with injured or deadly wounded casualties on a public road in Belgium. In total, 340,183 traffic accident records are included in the dataset [18] . The datasets POS 2 , WebView-1 3 and WebView-2 4 were contributed by Blue Martini Software as the KDD Cup 2000 data [22] . POS contains several years worth of point-of-sale data from a large electronics retailer. WebView-1 and WebView-2 contain several months worth of click-stream data from two e-commerce web sites. Kosarak 5 consists of (anonymised) click-stream data of a Hungarian on-line news portal. Retail 6 is a retail market basket data supplied by an anonymous Belgian retail supermarket store [5] . The dataset Paleo 7 contains information of species fossils found in specific paleontological sites in Europe [15] , preprocessed as in [16] .
Setup for the experiments
In this section we will describe how we conducted our experiments. We reduced the largest datasets by selecting the first 10, 000 rows and 200 most frequent attributes. From each dataset we computed all almost non-derivable itemsets. By almost non-derivable we mean that the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound of a given itemset, say G, is at least n transactions. In other words, if we know the frequencies of all sub-itemsets of G, then we cannot predict the frequency of G within n transactions. If n = 0, then an itemset is non-derivable. It is known that the family of almost non-derivable itemsets is antimonotonic [8, Lemma 3.1] . A reason to use almost non-derivable itemsets instead of frequent itemsets is the statement of Theorem 3, that is, r (G; A) = 0 if the itemset is derivable. The other reason is that we want to study how the measure behaves for infrequent itemsets.
To keep the sizes of the obtained families within reasonable bounds we used different thresholds for different datasets: For gen-ind, Retail and WebView-2 we set n = 5. For POS the threshold n was set to 10 and for gen-copy and Accidents n was set to 100. For the rest of the datasets we set n = 0, that is, we mined all non-derivable itemsets from these datasets.
For each itemset from the obtained itemsets we queried the following measures:
-Frequency. The evaluation times and the sizes of the query families are given in Table 2 .
-Normalised rank measures nr(G; I), nr(G; C), nr(G; A), nr(G; T * ), nr(G;
F
Significant itemsets
Our first experiment is to study how many of the itemsets are significant. We did this by comparing our rank measures with risk level 0.05. The results are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5. We also provide a typical example of box plots in Fig. 2 . Let us first study gen-ind, a synthetic dataset with independent columns. We see from Table 3 that according to nr(G; I) a large portion of itemsets of size 1 are significant but only a small portion of itemsets having size larger than 1 is significant. This is an expected result since the frequencies obey the independence model. In Tables 4 we have similar results for nr(G; C) and for nr(G; A). However, the values of nr(G; C) and for nr(G; A) tend to be larger than the values of nr(G; I). The reason for this is a type of overlearning: Since the frequencies of itemsets are calculated from the datasets, they are imprecise. Hence, the itemsets of larger size mislead us during prediction, because the resulting Maximum Entropy distribution is not an independent model (although close to one). The second column is the threshold used in mining almost non-derivable itemsets. The fourth column is the maximal size of a query itemset. The evaluation time does not include the time spent mining the itemsets Each entry is a fraction of itemsets of specific size calculated from a specific dataset. Significance is measured using χ 2 distribution with 0.05 risk level Let us continue by studying gen-copy, a synthetic data in which an attribute is a noisy copy of the previous attribute. We see that nr(G; T * ) tends to have smaller ranks than nr(G; I) when G has size 3. The reason for this is that, unlike with gen-ind, the independence model cannot explain the dataset. However, when we predict using also the itemsets of size 2, the 68 N. Tatti   Table 4 The percentages of significant itemsets according to nr(G; C) and nr(G; A) Each entry is a fraction of itemsets of specific size calculated from a specific dataset. Significance is measured using χ 2 distribution with 0.05 risk level Each entry is a fraction of itemsets of specific size calculated from a specific dataset. Significance is measured using χ 2 distribution with 0.05 risk level prediction becomes more accurate. The measures nr(G; C) and nr(G; A) also produce small ranks, however, these ranks tend to be slightly larger than the ranks of nr(G; T * ). We turn our attention to real datasets. We see that for these datasets the independence model is too strict: According to nr(G; I) almost all itemsets are significant: The results change drastically, when we use richer models. According to nr(G; A) only about 5-50% of the itemsets are significant, depending on the dataset. Similar overfitting that occurred with gen-ind also occurs in some but not all real datasets (see Fig. 2 ). For instance, in Retail nr(G; A) tends to produce higher values than nr(G; C) but not in POS. From the results we see that all correlations are positive. For the real datasets the correlations between nr(G; C) and nr(G; A) are systematically higher than the correlations between nr(G; I) and nr(G; A) or between nr(G; C) and nr(G; A). This implies that nr(G; I) produces different ranks whereas nr(G; C) and nr(G; A) are more similar. This supports the behaviour we have seen in Sect. 5.4.
The effect of the known itemsets We continued our experiments by comparing the measures nr(G; I), nr(G; C), nr(G; A), nr(G; T * ), and nr(G;
The measure nr(G; F * ) correlate more with nr(G; A) and nr(G; C) than with nr(G; I). The correlation between nr(G; F * ) and nr(G; T * ) is somewhat weaker but it is stronger than the correlation between nr(G; F * ) and nr(G; I).
Flexible models
Our next goal is to compare the flexible measures nr(G; T * ) and nr(G; F * ) against the rest of the measures. From Table 5 we see that nr(G; F * ) tend to produce the smallest amount of significant itemsets whereas the nr(G; T * ) produces large ranks, especially for queries with many attributes.
We calculated the number of queries in which nr(G; T * ) and nr(G; F * ) produce smaller rank than the rest of the measures. Since the measures are equivalent for the queries of size 1 70 N. Tatti Queries only of size 3 or larger were considered Table 9 Number of itemsets occurring in F * , the family of known itemsets in r G; and 2, these queries were ignored. From the results given in Table 8 we see that the flexible models outperform nr(G; I), however, the performance against other measure depends on the data set. For instance, nr(G; F * ) outperform nr(G; C) and nr(G; A) in Retail but produces larger ranks in Kosarak. This suggests that the greedy algorithm sometimes fails to find the optimal family F * . We studied the sizes of itemsets occurring in F * , the family of known itemsets in nr(G; F * ). To be more precise, let F * G be the family of known itemsets for the query G. Let L be the size of itemsets we are interested in. We define the ratio r L to be
that is, the number of itemset of size L occurring in F * divided by the maximum number of occurrences. The ratios r L are given in Table 9 . We see that the itemsets of size 2 and 3 are frequently used, however, the itemsets of larger size are rarely used. Tables 10 and 11 . We also studied the relationships by plotting our measures as functions of the aforementioned approaches and such examples are given in Fig. 3 . Our first observation is that nr(G; I) correlates strongly with r b (G). This is an expected result since both test the independency of attributes inside the itemsets and also because nr(G; I) is asymptotically a χ 2 test (see Theorem 5) . There is some correlation between r b (G) and the rest of the measures although this correlation is much weaker compared to nr(G; I).
Apart from WebView-2, there is little correlation between the measures and the frequency. 
Monotonicity of rank
In this section we investigate the relationship between the rank of an itemset and the ranks of its sub-itemsets. Namely, we tested whether the measures are monotonic, that is, whether nr(G; F ) ≥ nr(H ; F ) for all H ⊂ G. We deliberately ignored sub-itemsets having size 1 since they all have very high rank. We also tested whether the measures are anti-monotonic, that is, decreasing w.r.t. set inclusion.
From the results given in Tables 12, 13 , 14 and 15 our first observation is that nr(G; I) are increasing for real datasets but not for the synthetic datasets. The raw values of nr(G; I) are indeed increasing but this does not hold for the P-values since the number of degrees varies. The measure nr(G; T * ) tends also be monotonic but not as much as nr(G; I). On the contrary, nr(G; C), nr(G; A), and nr(G; F * ) are increasing for extremely few itemsets. The itemset G satisfies the property if nr(G; of anti-monotonicity for a slightly larger portion of itemsets than nr(G; A) that, in turn, is anti-monotonic in more queries than nr(G; C).
Conclusions
We have given a definition of a measure for ranking itemsets. The idea is to predict the frequency of an itemset from the frequencies of its sub-itemsets and measure the deviation between the actual frequency and the prediction. The more the itemset deviates from the prediction, the more it is significant. We estimated the frequencies using Maximum entropy and we used Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure the deviation. In the general case, the measure can be computed in O(2 |G| ) time, where |G| is the size of the itemset needed to be ranked, however, the measures r (G; T * ) and r (G; I) can be computed in polynomial time. We introduced two flexible rank measures r (G; T * ) and r (G; F * ). The measure r (G; T * ) can be solved by finding the optimal spanning tree in the mutual information matrix. For solving r (G; F * ) we proposed a simple greedy approach.
A clear advantage of our approach to the previous methods is that the previous solutions calculate the deviation from the independence model whereas we are able to use the information available from the itemsets of larger size, and thus use more flexible models.
Our empirical results for real data show that the independence is too strict assumption: Almost all itemsets were significant according to r (G; I). The results changed when we applied the more flexible models, r (G; C) and r (G; A). We also observed an interesting type of overfitting: In some cases we obtain a better prediction if we do not use all the available information.
We showed that there is a little correlation between our measures and the other approaches. For instance, infrequent itemset may be significant and frequent itemset may be insignificant. We also observed that r (G; I) is monotonic for a large portion of itemsets, whereas r (G; C) and r (G; A) are anti-monotonic for a significant portion of itemsets.
